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approximation.

The author identified the research gap independently. The original al-
gorithm was implemented by the co-author Sahely Bhadra. The author
implemented the Nyström approximated version. The author designed
the experiments and performed the analysis independently, updating the
experimental setting according to the advice of the co-authors. The au-
thor acted as the main writer. The co-authors amended and edited the
manuscript independently.
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Abbreviations

CCA Canonical Correlation Analysis

HSIC Hilbert-Schmidt independence criterion

ICD Incomplete Cholesky decomposition

KCC Kernel Canonical Correlation

KCCA Kernel Canonical Correlation Analysis

PGSO Partial Gram-Schmidt orthogonalisation

RFF Random Fourier feature

RKHS Reproducing Kernel Hilbert Space
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1. Introduction

Natural phenomena can be understood by observing how the variables,
that constitute the system, covary together. We can identify dependencies
that explain why a certain event in the system may occur. Examples of
these types of systems can be found in psychology [24], geography [90, 21],
neuroscience [51, 16], and bioinformatics [66, 49, 14]. This thesis focuses
on how these types of covariances and dependencies can be determined
from multivariate systems, even when the dependence may not be straight-
forward to find using standard Euclidean measures.

This thesis studies how to find dependencies between two sets of vari-
ables. In particular, we are interested in finding which of the variables in
the two sets are dependent, or as we term it, related. A common statistical
dependence measure for this purpose is the canonical correlation [42, 43]
that computes the correlation coefficient [61] between the weighted sums
of the variables of the two sets. The weights, or coefficients, of the vari-
ables indicate the relations. However, canonical correlation measures the
dependencies in the Euclidean space such that only monotone relations
are uncovered.

Non-monotone relations may exist, for example, in neuroscience and
economics applications. Studies where the non-monotone nature of the
relations in the brain have been considered include [33, 94, 10, 89]. Non-
monotone dependencies may also occur in financial markets [81, 22]. These
dependencies cannot be found through standard canonical correlation.

To measure also non-monotone relations, canonical correlation can be
computed in a non-Euclidean space. This can be achieved by non-linear
kernels, as proposed in [2, 6, 48, 36, 25, 82, 53], or by neural networks, as
presented in [47, 26, 44, 3]. This thesis focuses on dependencies measured
using kernels.

In particular, we study kernel dependence measures that have been
developed, and applied, to simulate canonical correlation. These include
kernel canonical correlation (KCC) [6] and Hilbert-Schmidt independence
criterion (HSIC) [28]. We term these kernel canonical correlation measures.
Although dependencies can also be measured in the kernel space by kernel
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Table 1.1. Research Questions.

Article Research Question

I
What is the present understanding of interpreting the KCC in terms
of the data space variables?

II
How can we summarise the correlations between the data space
variables and kernel space transformations?

III
How can we optimise the KCC with respect to the data space
variables?

IV
How can we optimise the HSIC more efficiently and accurately in
terms of the data space variables?

constrained covariance [32], kernel generalised variance [6], and kernel
mutual information [31, 30] these are beyond the scope of this thesis.

Standard approaches to determine whether a dependence exists in a
paired sample is to apply the measure on test examples [2, 34, 85, 52]
or compute null distributions for statistical significance testing [29, 95].
However, in practice, it may also be relevant to identify which of the
variables are related and what is the form of the relation. These questions
cannot be directly addressed when kernel dependence measures are applied
since we only have access to the kernel space inner products between the
examples, and not to their explicit representations that would be needed
for interpretation.

Approaches to improve the interpretability of a kernel dependence mea-
sure, HSIC, was proposed in [13]. The idea is to optimise HSIC in terms of
the coefficients that are output in standard canonical correlation analysis.
However, the proposed approach is intractable for large-scale studies and
high-dimensional data.

As opposed to HSIC, in the case of non-linear kernels, the interpretabil-
ity of KCC has received little attention, although the problem has been
acknowledged [36, 10, 13].

This thesis addresses the following research question: how can we im-
prove the interpretation of kernel space relations, in terms of the data space
variables, captured by KCC and HSIC? In particular, we partition the
research question into four problems listed in Table 1.1. In Article I, we
review the literature on canonical correlation methods to map the various
extensions, including the techniques used to interpret KCC. Article II pro-
poses a visualisation tool for facilitating the interpretation of the relations
found in terms of KCC. Article III presents an algorithm that maximises
KCC, and similarly to standard canonical correlation analysis, outputs
the coefficients of the variables. Finally, Article IV presents technical
improvements to HSIC optimisation.

12
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We structure the thesis as follows. We begin by reviewing the theoretical
background behind kernel space relations. First, we define the concept
of finding relations from two sets of variables. Second, we study the
theory of kernels and kernel spaces. We also explain how kernel functions
are generally classified and define the pre-image of a kernel. Efficient
techniques for computing kernels are also reviewed. Third, we define KCC
and HSIC, and present the techniques used to maximise these criteria.
After the theoretical background, we present the contributions of the
articles. Finally, we conclude the thesis in discussion.
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2. Theoretical Background

In the following, bold upper-case letters and bold lower-case letters denote
matrices and vectors, respectively. I denotes the identity matrix, 1 is
a vector of all ones, ‖.‖p denotes the l p norm, and 〈,〉 denotes the inner
product. We denote sets with non-bold upper-case letters.

2.1 Multivariate Relations from Two Views

A relation is a set of ordered pairs. For example, the set {(x, y) : x2 + y2 = 1}
is the set of all ordered pairs (x, y) for which x2 + y2 = 1. A multivariate
relation is a set of ordered tuples of more than two elements. For example,
the set {(x, y, z) : x2 + y2 + z2 = 1} is the set of all ordered tuples (x, y, z) for
which x2 + y2 + z2 = 1. In the following, we consider the elements of the
tuples to represent variables, in Rn. Additionally, the p+q variables can be
partitioned into two views X ∈Rn×p and Y ∈Rn×q. In the following, we are
interested in finding multivariate relations consisting of ordered tuples of
variables from the two views.

Canonical correlation analysis (CCA) [42, 43] was the first proposed
method to find sets of related variables from two views. Let the dimensions
of the two views be n, p, and q for sample size, number of variables in
view X and number of variables in view Y, respectively. CCA optimisation
problem is formulated as

max
u,v

〈Xu,Yv〉
||Xu||2||Yv||2

, (2.1)

where u ∈ Rp and v ∈ Rq denote the coefficient vectors, from which we
can determine the relations. In other words, CCA finds the maximum
correlation between the linear transformations Xu and Yv.

The CCA optimisation problem (2.1) can be solved through a standard
[43] or a generalised eigenvalue problem [6, 36]. It can also be formulated
as a singular value decomposition [38, 20]. However, we will focus on
the eigenvalue problem formulations since these provide foundations for
understanding kernel canonical correlation.
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The CCA problem can be solved through a standard eigenvalue problem
by applying the Lagrange multiplier technique [43, 41]. The procedure
is well-documented, for example in Article I and in [41, 36], so we will
therefore present only the final form of the standard eigenvalue problem.
The canonical correlations are the square roots of the eigenvalues, ρ, that
are obtained by solving

C−1
yyCyxC−1

xx Cxyv= ρ2v. (2.2)

where Cxx = 1
n−1X�X, Cyy = 1

n−1Y�Y, Cxy = 1
n−1X�Y, and Cyx = 1

n−1Y�X. The
eigenvectors v correspond to the coefficients of view Y. The coefficient
vector u is found from

u= C−1
xx Cxyv
ρ

. (2.3)

The number of relations, components, or pairs of (u,v) corresponding to a
canonical correlation, is min(p, q). [11]

The derivation to obtain the generalised eigenvalue problem for CCA is
described in [6]. We solve⎛

⎝ 0 Cxy

Cyx 0

⎞
⎠
⎛
⎝u

v

⎞
⎠= ρ

⎛
⎝Cxx 0

0 Cyy

⎞
⎠
⎛
⎝u

v

⎞
⎠ (2.4)

which is a generalised eigenvalue problem of the form βAx = αBx. The
pair (A,B) has an an eigenvalue pair (β,α)= (1,α) [68, 83]. The generalised
eigenvalue is given by ρ = α

β
. Let p < q. The generalised eigenvalues are

real [86], and come in pairs

{ρ1,−ρ1,ρ2,−ρ2, . . . ,ρp,−ρp,0}

where the positive generalised eigenvalues correspond to the canonical
correlations.

To conclude, CCA finds sets of related variables from two views. The
traditional methods to solve the CCA problem involve eigenvalues and
singular values. However, the standard CCA is limited to finding monotone
relations. To expand the range to non-monotone relations, we can solve
the CCA problem in another space, that is, in the kernel space.

2.2 Kernel Functions and Space

The theory of kernels and their reproducing property were developed in the
beginning of 20th century. In 1909 [54] and in 1912 [55], J. Mercer defined
a class of functions of two positions, given by the kernel K(x,y). The term
"kernel function" and typical reproducing kernels were introduced by S.
Bergman in 1922 [9]. At the same time, typical reproducing kernels were
also proposed in [80] by G. Szegő. The reproducing property of kernels was
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completed in the fourth and fifth decades of 20th century [58, 4]. In 1950,
the research on kernels was compiled together, by N. Aronszajn, in [5]. In
1964, in the work of [1], kernels were first applied in a way that resembles
their use in machine learning today.

The theory of kernel functions and their reproducing property was orig-
inally presented in the complex space [80, 9, 5]. However, we will only
consider this theory in the real space which is, at present, most natural
space for data analysis applications.

In the following, we provide a brief introduction on the theory of kernels
in machine learning and statistics applications. The aim is to explain how
kernels can be applied in practice, without going into the theoretical details
that can be found in the literature referenced earlier. We first explain how a
dataset can be represented in the reproducing kernel Hilbert space (RKHS)
using select kernel functions. We will then continue with the properties of
these kernels. Finally, we will review the concept of pre-image of a kernel
and present strategies for efficient kernel computation.

2.2.1 Representing the Data in an RKHS

In machine learning applications, the dataset S can be represented by n
examples x ∈Rp, or in matrix notation X ∈Rn×p. This data space represen-
tation can be applied to learning tasks as such, but with the limitation
that only Euclidean space distances are considered. To also analyse the
data using other distance measures, we can apply kernels.

In the following, we adapt the theory presented in [39]. Let H denote a
Hilbert space of real-valued functions f defined on a set S. Every linear
bounded function on H is of the form

〈f,g〉 (2.5)

for some fixed g ∈H. Let x be a fixed position in S. Consider the mapping
from H to R defined by f→ f(x).

Definition 2.2.1. H is a kernel space if the mapping (2.5) is bounded for
every x in S.

If H is a kernel space then for a fixed x we can find an element gx such
that

f(x)= 〈f,gx〉. (2.6)

The mapping x→ gx is from S to H. We can write

gx(y)=K(x,y) (2.7)

which is for every fixed x an element of H.
K(x,y) is a kernel function of H since f(x)= 〈f(y),K(x,y)〉 for every x ∈ S.
Without proofs we state the following lemmas.
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Lemma 2.2.1. The reproducing kernel has the following properties:

K(x,x)� 0,

K(x,y)=K(y,x),

|K(x,y)|2 ≤K(x,x)K(y,y).

Lemma 2.2.2. For any set of real numbers {λ j} and any countable set 1 of
positions x j ∈ S we have for every n

Hn =
n∑

j=1

n∑
k=1

λ jλkK(x j,xk)� 0

From Lemma 2.2.2 follows that Hn is positive definite.

Lemma 2.2.3. Let H denote a Hilbert kernel space. Then there exists
a complete orthonormal system {φn} in terms of which the reproducing
kernel K(x,y) is represented by the series

K(x,y)=
∞∑

n=1

φn(x)φn(y) (2.8)

if and only if H is separable2.

Using Lemma 2.2.3 we obtain the following.

Theorem 2.2.4. A kernel function is defined by K :Rn ×Rn 
→R such that for
every x,y ∈Rn there exists a feature map φ :Rn 
→Rl such that K(x,y)= 〈φ(x),φ(y)〉.

2.2.2 Classes of Kernel Functions

In this thesis, we focus on the (homogeneous) polynomial and Gaussian
functions that belong to the family of positive definite kernel functions.

Theorem 2.2.5. Let 0< r ≤∞ and f : (−r, r)→R be a C∞ function3 that can
be expanded into its Taylor series in 0, that is,

f (x)=
∞∑

n=0

anxn for all x ∈ (−r, r). (2.9)

Let X = {x ∈ Rd : ||x||2 <�
r}. [79] The kernel K(x,y) = f(〈x,y〉) is said to be a

dot product kernel. [23, 74]

Clearly, the polynomial kernel is a dot product kernel. Dot product
kernels are non-stationary [27] since they depend on the examples. Hence,
they are not translation invariant [74].

1A set which is either finite or denumerable.
2A Hilbert space H is said to be separable if it has a countable basis [59].
3C∞ functions are differentiable at all degrees. Polynomial functions are C∞
functions.
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Example 2.2.6.

K(x,y)=
∞∑

n=0

an(
d∑

k=1

xkyk)ki =
∞∑

n=0

an
∑
︸︷︷︸

k1+k2+···+kd
k1·k2···kd≥0

ck1,k2,··· ,kd

d∏
i=1

(xiyi)ki

=
∑

k1,k2,··· ,kd≥0

ak1+k2+···+kd ck1·k2···kd

d∏
i=1

xki
i

d∏
i=1

yki

where ck1,k2,··· ,kd =
(sumd

i=1ki)!
∏d

i=1 ki!
. The feature map [79, 63] for x= y is given by

φ(x)= (�ak1+k2+···+kd ck1k2···kd

d∏
i=1

xki )k1,k2,··· ,kd≥0.

From Example 2.2.6 we can deduce that for d = 1 we obtain the linear
kernel function K(x,y)= 〈x,y〉. Hence, the homogeneous polynomial kernel
computes an inner product in the space spanned by all monomials of degree
d [40].

Definition 2.2.2. The kernel K is said to be radial if K(x,y)= f(||x−y||) for
some positive definite function f : [0,∞) 
→R. [69]

Definition 2.2.3. The Gaussian kernel function [69] is defined by K(x,y)= e−c||x−y||2

where c = 1
2σ2 .

From Definitions 2.2.2 and 2.2.3 we can deduce that the Gaussian kernel
function is radial. A radial kernel is also translation-invariant [59], or
stationary [27], since it is a function of the distances between the examples.

Example 2.2.7. The feature map φ of the Gaussian kernel [93] is given by

K(x,y)= e−c||x−y||2 = e−c||x||2 e−c||y||2 e2c〈x,y〉

= e−c||x||2 e−c||y||2
∞∑

q=0

(2c)q

q!
(
∑
|n|=q

(
q
n

) d∏
k=1

(xk yk)nk )

=
∞∑

q=0

∑
|n|=q

(
(2c)q

q!

(
q
n

)
e−c||x||2

d∏
k=1

xnk
k )(

(2c)q

q!

(
q
n

)
e−c||y||2

d∏
k=1

ynk
k )

= 〈φ(x),φ(y)〉

From Example 2.2.7 we can deduce that the feature map of the Gaussian
kernel is infinite-dimensional.

Clearly, according to Lemma 2.2.3, polynomial and Gaussian kernel
functions are reproducing kernel functions. Both kernel functions can be
factorised into the inner product of feature vectors. However, in machine
learning applications, the feature vectors are seldom computed. In practice,
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the kernel function K :Rn ×Rn 
→R is applied to compute the entries of the
kernel matrix, also termed as the Gram matrix, of size n×n, for a sample
size n. In this way, we represent the dataset in an RKHS where the
distances [73] between the examples are given by√

K(x,x)+K(y,y)−2K(x,y).

In general, this is referred to as the kernel trick.
In certain learning tasks, it may be important that the kernel can approx-

imate arbitrary continuous functions. This property is termed universality.

Definition 2.2.4. Let C denote the space of bounded continuous functions
on a compact metric space X. A continuous positive definite kernel K on
X is said to be universal if the corresponding RKHS is dense in C, that is,
for any f ∈C and ε> 0 there exists a function h ∈H such that ||f−h||∞ < ε.
[79, 59, 78, 56, 12]

Lemma 2.2.8. In Lemma 2.2.5, Equation 2.9, if we have an > 0 for all n ≥ 0
then K(x,y)= f(〈x,y〉) defines a universal kernel on every compact subset of
X. [79]

Lemma 2.2.9. Kernels of the form K(x,y)= e−σ||x−y||22 are universal on every
compact subset of Rd [79].

From Lemmas 2.2.8 and 2.2.9 we can deduce that the homogeneous
polynomial and Gaussian kernels are universal.

2.2.3 Pre-Image of a Kernel

According to Lemma 2.2.4, the n examples of a p-dimensional dataset,
X ∈ Rn×p, can be mapped to an RKHS by a reproducing kernel function
K : Rp ×Rp 
→ R. The reproducing property guarantees that the mapping
can be expressed through K(x,x′)= 〈φ(x),φ(x′)〉. In certain learning tasks,
it may be relevant to inversely map the examples from the RKHS, H, to
the data space Rp.

Theorem 2.2.10. The pre-image x ∈Rp of a position z ∈H is given by φ−1(z)=
x. [8]

Theorem 2.2.10 outlines the pre-image problem when using kernels. In
general, it is not straightforward to find the inverse feature map φ−1 [57, 7],
since it is an ill-posed problem [84]. If the inverse feature map does not
exist it is possible to solve the approximate pre-image problem

x̃= argmin
x∈Rp

||φ(x)−z||22 (2.10)

where we optimise for the closest pre-image x̃ [7, 72]. This problem can be
solved using a fixed-point approach [70], multidimensional scaling [46], or
a learning-based technique [8].
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2.2.4 Efficient Computation of Kernels

Kernels provide a way to compare the examples using non-Euclidean dis-
tance measures, but at a high computational cost of at least O (n2) [91].
Kernel computations can be sped up through low rank decomposition ap-
proaches, such as the incomplete Cholesky decomposition (ICD) [6, 36] and
the partial Gram-Schmidt orthogonalisation (PGSO) [36, 15], or approxi-
mation strategies, using the random Fourier features (RFF) [64, 65] or the
Nyström method [17, 87, 75].

The low rank decomposition approaches aim to compute the kernel matrix
faster. The ICD reduces the computational cost to O (m2n) where m << n
denotes the rank of the matrix. ICD factors the positive semidefinite
kernel matrix into GG� where G is of size n×m. The general idea is to
minimise K−GG� up to a given threshold [6]. PGSO employs the general
idea of a Gram-Schmidt process, that is computing the kernel matrix
using projections obtained from a subset of projections of a set of examples
[36, 15].

The RFF and Nyström methods do not compute the kernel matrix, but ap-
proximate it using different strategies. In general, a translation-invariant
kernel is the Fourier transform of a non-negative measure [67]. There-
fore, every example can be represented using RFFs [64, 65]. The Nyström
method [17, 87, 75] approximates the kernel matrix as follows.

K̂nyström =CW− 1
2 (CW− 1

2 )� (2.11)

where C ∈ Rn×nnyström. nnyström denotes the number of randomly sampled
examples. The matrix W ∈ Rnnyström×nnyström is the kernel of the sampled
examples.

In addition to the original proposition, Nyström method can also be
applied to approximate the kernels as covariance matrices, as explained in
[95].

K̂nyström =CW− 1
2�(CW− 1

2 ). (2.12)

In summary, when we perform a learning task using kernels we are
able to measure the distances between the examples using other measures
than the Euclidean distance. However, the learnt pattern in the RKHS is
generally difficult to interpret due to the lack of explicit, and interpretable,
dimensions that exist in the data space. The problem of finding the pre-
image in certain unsupervised learning settings has been addressed, for
example, in [71, 57]. However, the pre-image problem has not been consid-
ered in the case of finding relations in the kernel space. This problem is
addressed in Article III. In addition to the lack of a pre-image, kernel com-
putations can become a bottle-neck of any algorithm. Article III proposes
a novel approach to operating in the kernel space without explicit kernel
matrix computation. Article IV applies a modified Nyström approximation
in Equation 2.12 for faster computations.
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2.3 Kernel Canonical Correlation Measures

Relations in the kernel space can be measured through kernel canonical
correlation (KCC) [48, 2, 82, 53, 6] and Hilbert-Schmidt independence
criterion (HSIC) [28, 13]. In the following, we study the definitions of the
measures and their optimisation in a two-view setting.

2.3.1 Kernel Canonical Correlation

CCA can be performed in an RKHS. In kernel canonical correlation analysis
(KCCA), we map the original examples {x1,x2, . . . ,xn} and {y1,y2, . . . ,yn} to an
RKHS through feature maps φx : xi 
→φx(xi) ∈Hx and φy : yi 
→φy(yi) ∈Hy

for i = 1,2, . . . ,n. Now, the data is represented by the Gram matrices contain-
ing in its entries the values of the kernel functions applied between every
example pair: Kx(xi,x j)= 〈φx(xi),φx(x j)〉Hx and Ky(yi,y j)= 〈φy(yi),φy(y j)〉Hy .

Theorem 2.3.1. For fixed Hilbert space objects u ∈Hx and v ∈Hy, the empir-
ical covariances and variances in the feature space can be written as

ˆcov(〈φx(x),u〉,〈φy(y),v〉)= 1
n

n∑
k=1

〈φx(xk),u〉〈φy(yk),v〉

ˆvar(〈φx(x),u〉)= 1
n

n∑
k=1

〈φx(xk),u〉〈φx(xk),u〉

ˆvar(〈φy(y),v〉)= 1
n

n∑
k=1

〈φy(yk),v〉〈φy(yk),v〉

and, consequently, the kernel canonical correlation is given by [6]

ρKCC =
1
n
∑n

k=1〈φx(xk),u〉〈φy(yk),v〉
1
n
∑n

k=1〈φx(xk),u〉〈φx(xk),u〉 1
n
∑n

k=1〈φy(yk),v〉〈φy(yk),v〉 . (2.13)

Lemma 2.3.2. Now, let Sx and Sy represent the linear spaces spanned
by the images of the data points. For any u ∈ Hx and v ∈ Hy, we can
write u = u∥ +u⊥ where u∥ =∑n

k=1αkφx(xk) ∈ Sx and u⊥ is orthogonal to
all objects φx ∈Sx, ensuring 〈φx,u⊥〉 = 0. Similarly, v = v∥ +v⊥ where v∥ =∑n

k=1βkφy(yk) ∈Sy and v⊥ is orthogonal to every object in Sy.

From Lemma 2.3.2 we can deduce the kernel formulation of KCC, as
shown in Example 2.3.3.
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Example 2.3.3.

ˆcov(〈φx(x),u〉,〈φy(y),v〉)

= 1
n

n∑
k=1

〈φx(xk),u∥ +u⊥〉〈φy(yk),v∥ +v⊥〉

= 1
n

n∑
k=1

[〈φx(xk),u∥〉+〈φx(xk),u⊥〉︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0

][〈φy(yk),v∥〉+〈φy(yk),v⊥〉︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0

]

= 1
n

n∑
k=1

〈φx(xk),
n∑

i=1

αiφx(xi)〉〈φy(yk),
n∑

j=1

βiφy(y j)〉

= 1
n

n∑
k=1

n∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

αiKx(xi,xk)Ky(y j,yk)β j

= 1
n
α�KxKyβ

Hence, in terms of kernels, the KCCA objective is given by

ρKCC =max
α,β

〈Kxα,Kyβ〉
||Kxα||2||Kyβ||2

(2.14)

where covariances between variables are replaced with equivalent repre-
sentations expressed in terms of kernel matrices of the two views.

The solution to problem (2.14) is found similarly as for CCA, using the
Lagrange multiplier technique, as explained in [6, 36] and in Article I.

Theorem 2.3.4. Let the two-view dataset X ∈ Rn×p and Y ∈ Rn×q be repre-
sented by the kernel matrices Kx ∈Rn×n and Ky ∈Rn×n. If the matrices Kx

and Ky are invertible the standard eigenvalue problem becomes Iβ= ρ2β.
[36]

Clearly, the KCCA problem needs to be regularised to avoid the problem
in Theorem 2.3.4. As explained in [6, 36], the norms of the eigenvectors,
α and β, can be constrained by adding constants c1 > 0 and c2 > 0 to the
diagonals of Kx and Ky.

Lemma 2.3.5. The solution to problem (2.14) is found by solving the regu-
larised standard eigenvalue problem

(Ky + c2I)−2KyKx(Kx + c1I)−2KxKyβ= ρ2β.

As for CCA, the KCCA problem can also be solved through the generalised
eigenvalue problem.

Lemma 2.3.6. The solution to problem (2.14) can also be found by solving⎛
⎝ 0 KxKy

KxKy 0

⎞
⎠
⎛
⎝α

β

⎞
⎠= ρ

⎛
⎝(Kx + c1I)−2 0

0 (Ky + c2I)−2

⎞
⎠
⎛
⎝α

β

⎞
⎠ . (2.15)
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To conclude, the CCA problem can be solved in the kernel space. The
examples are mapped to an RKHS in which we solve the CCA problem.
However, the relations sought in the RKHS are not as easily interpretable
as in the case of CCA. Although the underlying relation would be found,
by observing the value of KCC computed on test examples, we cannot
determine which of the data space variables are related since we only have
access to the kernel space coefficient vectors α and β. This is addressed in
Articles I, II, and III.

2.3.2 Hilbert-Schmidt Independence Criterion

In addition to KCC, kernel space relations can be measured through HSIC
[28].

Definition 2.3.1. Let X ∈Rn×p and Y ∈Rn×q denote the sets of n examples
from a joint distribution. Let Hx and Hy denote two separable RKHSs,
and let Kx and Ky denote the associated Gram matrices of those spaces,
respectively. The empirical HSIC measure between the Gram matrices is
given by

HSIC(Kx,Ky)= trace(K̂xK̂y)
(n−1)2 (2.16)

where the centred Gram matrices are given by K̂=HKH and H= I− 1
n 11�.

The n denotes the sample size.

For certain choices of kernels, Kx and Ky, HSIC(Kx,Ky)= 0 if and only if
X and Y are independent [77]. When the kernels are universal HSIC is
guaranteed to be zero at independence [29]. Non-universal kernels can
also be applied in HSIC but they may not detect all dependencies [77].

HSIC was applied as an objective in a CCA framework in [13]. The idea
was to replace the original correlation objective of CCA by HSIC.

Lemma 2.3.7. Let the entries of Kx and Ky be given by Ki j
x = 〈u�xi,u�x j〉

and Ki j
y = 〈v�yi,v�y j〉. Hence, the CCA-HSIC objective is

max
u,v

trace(K̂xK̂y)
(n−1)2 (2.17)

||u||2 = 1 and ||v||2 = 1. (2.18)

In [13], the optimisation problem (2.17) was solved by a gradient descent
algorithm proposed in [19].

CCA-HSIC measures the relations by computing kernel distances be-
tween the entries of the transformations Xu and Yv. If the variables are
related the value of HSIC is nonzero. In comparison to KCCA, CCA-HSIC
outputs the u and v which facilitates the interpretation of the relations.
However, CCA-HSIC is limited to low-dimensional data spaces due to the
�2 norm constraint in (2.18). The u and v are dense, that is, all entries
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are nonzero, which makes interpretation difficult in higher dimensions.
Additionally, CCA-HSIC computes the kernel matrices without approxima-
tions which makes it intractable for large-scale studies. These problems
are addressed in Article IV.
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3. Contributions

The contributions of this thesis are as follows. First, in Article I, we em-
phasise that the kernel space relations can be interpreted in terms of
correlations between the data space variables and kernel space transfor-
mations. Second, in Article II, we propose a clustergram visualisation to
better summarise the information of the correlation coefficients. Third,
in Article III, we present a novel approach, gradKCCA, to optimise the
pre-images in the data space while maximising the correlation in the ker-
nel space. Fourth, in Article IV, we improve the CCA-HSIC approach to
enforce sparsity on the coefficients of data space variables and present a
Nyström approximation to HSIC for large-scale studies. The contributions,
and the links to the codes, are listed in Table 3.1.

3.1 Article I: Kernel Space Relations through Correlations

As outlined in Section 2.3.1, when the relations between the variables
of the two views X and Y are sought using KCCA, in Equation 2.14, the

Table 3.1. Summary of the contributions.

Article Research Gap Contribution Code

I
Techniques for
interpreting the KCC

Correlation
technique

https://github.com/

aalto-ics-kepaco/cca-tutorial

II
Visualisation of
the correlations

Clustergram
https://github.com/

aalto-ics-kepaco/DeepBiosphere

III
Lack of pre-images
in KCCA

gradKCCA
KCCApre-image

https://github.com/

aalto-ics-kepaco/gradKCCA

IV
Scalability and
accuracy of CCA-HSIC

SCCA-HSIC
https://github.com/

aalto-ics-kepaco/scca-hsic
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output of the optimisation are the coefficient vectors α and β. The entries
of these vectors cannot be interpreted in the same way as in the case of
CCA since they are obtained in the kernel space. Article I reviews the
literature published before the end of 2016, and identifies how the problem
of interpreting kernel canonical correlation has been addressed.

As explained on pages 18-20 of Article I, an approach to understand the
relations learnt in the kernel space is to analyse the correlation coefficients
between the kernel space transformations and the original data space
variables.

Theorem 3.1.1. Given the data matrices X ∈ Rn×p and Y ∈ Rn×q let ai ∈ Rn

for i = 1,2, . . . , p and b j ∈Rn for j = 1,2, . . . , q denote centred variable vectors
of the n samples in the views X and Y respectively. For view X, the kernel
space transformations can be analysed by

ρx = 〈ai,Kxα〉
||ai||2||Kxα||2

ρ y =
〈b j,Kyβ〉

||b j||2||Kyβ||2
(3.1)

The approach in Theorem 3.1.1 requires manual matching between the
underlying relation and the kernel function. This is illustrated in Example
3.1.2.

Example 3.1.2. Let X ∈Rn×p and Y ∈Rn×q where n = 500, p = 10 and q = 10.
The centred variables ai ∈ Rn for i = 1,2, . . . , p and b j ∈ Rn for j = 1,2, . . . , q
follow a normal distribution N(0,1). We simulate the relation

b1 +b2 = (a1 +a2)3 +ξ

where ξ∼ N(0,0.05).
We apply a linear kernel on view Y, that is, Ky =YY� and a cubic polyno-

mial kernel on view X, that is Kx = (XX�).3. We solve the KCCA problem
in 2.14 through the generalised eigenvalue problem. We compute the
correlations in (3.1). We obtain

ρx = {1.00,1.00,0.05,0.02,−0.05,0.00,0.11,−0.00,0.00,−0.02}

ρ y = {0.62,0.63,0.05,0.06,0.11,0.05,−0.01,−0.04,−0.03,−0.02}.

Clearly, there is a matching between the underlying relation and the kernel
function.

Article I highlights, by reviewing the literature, that the approach to
determine the kernel space relations requires checking how the data space
variables correlate with the kernel space transformations. A high correla-
tion coefficient conveys the matching.

3.2 Article II: Kernel Space Relations through Clustergrams

The matching, in terms of correlation, between the data space variables
and the kernel space transformations is further developed in Article II,
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in a study on microbe-environment interactions in deep subsurface [45].
When analysing real datasets, where the ground truth is unknown, it may
be difficult to uncover the related variables by only comparing the values
of the correlation coefficients, as was shown in Example 3.1.2. In Article II,
this problem is addressed by proposing a clustergram visualisation that
summarises the correlations on a heatmap where the entries are clustered
hierarchically. The algorithm to compute the clustergram is given in
Algorithm 1. Example 3.2.1 demonstrates the clustergram visualisation.

Algorithm 1 Clustergram
1: Input: X ∈Rn×p, Y ∈Rn×q, Kxα ∈Rn×c, Kyβ ∈Rn×c where c is the number

of components
2: Output: M (Matrix for hierarchical clustering)
3: Compute Cx ∈Rp×c = corr(X,Kxα)
4: Compute Cy ∈Rq×c = corr(Y,Kyβ)
5: for all i = 1,2, . . . , p do
6: for all j = 1,2. . . , q do
7: Compute M ∈ Rp×q = 〈Ci

x,C j
y〉 where i and j denote the rows of Cx

and Cy

8: end for
9: end for

10: Return: M

Example 3.2.1. Let X ∈Rn×p and Y ∈Rn×q where n = 500, p = 10 and q = 10.
The centred variables ai ∈ Rn for i = 1,2, . . . , p and b j ∈ Rn for j = 1,2, . . . , q
follow a normal distribution N(0,1). We simulate the relations

b1 +b2 =−(a1 +a2)+ξ,

b3 +b4 = (a3 +a4)3 +ξ, and

b5 +b6 = a5 +a6 +ξ

where ξ∼ N(0,0.05).
Due to the monotonicity of the relations, we apply a linear kernel on both

views, that is, Kx =XX� and Ky =YY�. We solve the KCCA problem in 2.14
through the generalised eigenvalue problem. We use the three leading
components for the kernel space transformations Kxα and Kyβ as input to
Algorithm 1.

The resulting clustergram is shown in Figure 3.1. The positive corre-
lations between the variables b3, b4 and a3, a4 and b5, b6 and a5, a6 are
shown in dark red and the negative correlation between b1, b2 and a1, a2

is shown in dark blue.

Example 3.2.1 demonstrates how the clustergram visualisation conveys
the relations in an interpretable way without the need to compute tables of
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Figure 3.1. Clustergram visualisation of Example 3.2.1

correlation coefficients, between the data space variables and kernel space
transformations, as would be required if only Theorem 3.1.1 was applied.

In Article II, the clustergram visualisation was applied on the results of
KCCA and a primal-dual sparse variant of CCA [35]. The visualisation con-
veyed relations between sulphate-reducing bacterial taxa and biochemical
parameters measured from their living environment in the deep subsur-
face. A particular set of bacteria were shown to relate to the salinity of the
groundwater.

The clustergram visualisation facilitates interpretation particularly in
high-dimensional datasets. Although it relies on Theorem 3.1.1, and
therefore requires manual selection of kernel functions to be tested for
correlation, it provides an efficient visualisation tool for interpreting kernel
space relations.

3.3 Article III: Kernel Space Relations through Pre-Images

The computation of the correlation coefficients and clustergrams can be un-
derstood as a postprocessing step to uncover the kernel space relations. A
more direct approach to find the underlying relations would be to optimise
the KCC with respect to the data space coefficients. In this setting, the
data space coefficient vectors, u and v, can be viewed as pre-images. Article
III presents a novel algorithm, gradKCCA, that outputs the pre-images of
the kernel canonical correlation.

In Article III, we solve the KCCA problem in the feature space, with
the constraint that the pre-images of φx(u) and φy(v) exist. Using this
assumption, we modify Equation 2.13:

ρgradKCC =
1
n

∑n
k=1〈φx(xk),φx(u)〉〈φy(yk),φy(v)〉

1
n

∑n
k=1〈φx(xk),φx(u)〉〈φx(xk),φx(u)〉 1

n

∑n
k=1〈φy(yk),φy(v)〉〈φy(yk),φy)(v)〉 . (3.2)
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Using Theorem 2.2.4, we formulate the objective of gradKCCA by

ρgradKCC = k�
x (xi,u)n

i=1ky(yi,v)n
i=1

||kx(xi,u)n
i=1||2||ky(yi,v)n

i=1||2
. (3.3)

The objective of gradKCCA can be understood as modeling the relation
using kernels. For example, when a linear kernel is used we obtain the
standard linear CCA. If we apply a quadratic homogeneous polynomial
kernel we obtain:

ρgradKCC = (Xu)2(Yv)2

||(Xu)2||2||(Yv)2||2
. (3.4)

In Equation (3.4), the exponent of two is applied to the entries of the
vectors Xu and Yv.

In Article III, the optimisation of u and v is made sparse. This is achieved
by the �1 norm constraints: ||u||1 ≤ su and ||v||1 ≤ sv. In practice, we apply
the algorithm for projecting onto the �1 ball, proposed in [18].

The gradKCCA objective (3.3), together with the sparsity constraints, is
maximised by an O ((p+ q)n) algorithm that relies on alternating projected
gradients. The algorithm is illustrated in Algorithm 1 in Article III. The
general idea is to initiate the optimisation from random u and v and
maximise the objective, first along the gradient with respect to u and then
with respect to v.

In addition to the novel approach to solve the KCCA problem, article III
proposes an optimisation strategy to find the pre-image from the optimal
KCCA solution, shown in Equation 3.5.

argmin
u

α∗�Kxα
∗ −2α∗�kx(xi,u)n

i=1 +kx(u,u) (3.5)

The solution u can be found by gradient descent with respect to u. The
same procedure can be applied for v, Ky, and β.

Example 3.3.1. Let every entry of θ ∈Rn ∼U[−2π,2π]. The variables, in the
columns of X and Y, are generated by

X =
(

sin x2
−2 +ξ x2 · · · θp

)
Y =

(
cos x2

−4 +ξ cos x2
−6 +ξ · · · θq

)
where x2 denotes the second variable in view X and ξ∼ N (0,0.05) denotes
a vector of normal distributed noise.

We apply a quadratic homogeneous polynomial kernel on both views.
We solve the gradKCCA problem in (3.3) using Algorithm 1 in Article III.
We solve the KCCA problem in (2.14) through the generalised eigenvalue
problem. We find the closest u and v by solving the optimisation problem
in (3.5).

The results are shown in Figure 3.2. The first figure on the left shows
the simulated relation. On the horizontal axis, there is a sum of the first
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two columns of X and on the vertical axis, there is a sum of the first two
columns of Y. The figure in the middle shows that gradKCCA puts the
coefficients on the correct columns since it uncovers the input relation well.
In the rightmost figure, we see that the postprocessed pre-images of KCCA
are not as accurate.

Ground Truth gradKCCA KCCA
preimage

Figure 3.2. Examples of gradKCCA and KCCApre-image.

In Article III, gradKCCA was shown to be the fastest method, to solve the
optimal coefficient vectors u and v, in comparison with KCCA, randomized
non-linear CCA [52], Kernel Non-Linear Orthogonal Iterations [85], deep
CCA [3], and SCCA-HSIC, proposed in Article IV.

The experiments were conducted on simulated data and on the publicly
available MNIST handwritten digits [50] and the MediaMill [76] datasets.
In the case of gradKCCA, only dot product kernels, that is, the linear and
homogeneous quadratic kernels, were studied.

The speed of gradKCCA is gained from applying the kernel function on
the transformations, Xu and Yv, and not computing the kernel matrix
between the examples, as is done in KCCA. As a result, gradKCCA also
scales well on large datasets. Besides being fast, gradKCCA was shown to
be able to discard irrelevant variables due to the �1 norm projections.

3.4 Article IV: Kernel Space Relations through HSIC

The gradient-based optimisation approach of gradKCCA can also be applied
in HSIC optimisation. As an advancement to CCA-HSIC [13], Article IV
proposes a novel approach, SCCA-HSIC, to solve the relations by maximis-
ing HSIC. SCCA-HSIC employs sparsity constraints in the optimisation as
well as Nyström approximations of the kernels improving the scalability
and applicability on high-dimensional datasets.

SCCA-HSIC maximises the following objective.

max
u,v

trace(K̂xK̂y)
(n−1)2 (3.6)

||u||1 = su and ||v||1 = sv
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where su and sv are pre-defined scalars the determine the level of sparsity
of u and v. As in CCA-HSIC, the kernels Kx and Ky are computed from the
transformations Xu and Yv.

The SCCA-HSIC optimisation problem (3.6) is solved through a projected
stochastic gradient ascent algorithm, shown in Figure 1 in Article IV.
The gradients, with respect to u and v, are calculated in mini-batches.
Similarly to gradKCCA, the algorithm starts from random u and v and
iterates towards the maximum along the gradient. Sparsity of u and v is
guaranteed by projecting the iterates onto the �1 norm ball.

Since the kernel computations of (3.6) become costly at large sample sizes,
that is O (n2d),d ∈ {p, q}, Article IV approximates the objective according to
Equation (2.12) in Section 2.2.4.

max
u,v

|| 1
n
Φ̂�

x Φ̂y||2F (3.7)

||u||1 = su and ||v||1 = sv

Hence, in 3.7, the approximated objective is the covariance matrix of size
nnyström ×nnyström obtained by sampling from Kx and Ky.

In Article IV, SCCA-HSIC was compared with Two-Stage Kernel CCA
[92], CCA-HSIC [13], KCCA, sparse CCA [88], and deep CCA [3], in terms
of robustness to noise variables and accuracy to find multivariate relations.
The experiments comprised simulation studies and analysis on the publicly
available Boston Housing [37, 60] and Body Fat [62] datasets. For SCCA-
HSIC, only the radial Gaussian kernels were applied in the experiments.

In the simulation studies, the scalability of the Nyström approximated
SCCA-HSIC was shown to be superior in relation to the competing methods.
From the two publicly available real-world datasets, SCCA-HSIC found
relations of highest test HSIC value.
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4. Discussion

This thesis presents methods for interpreting the kernel canonical cor-
relation measures, KCC and HSIC, in terms of the data space variables.
In Article I, we studied how canonical correlation has been measured in
different spaces, and using different assumptions, and identified that KCC
can only be interpreted through correlating data space variables. In Article
II, we advance the correlation approach by proposing a clustergram visual-
isation. In Article III, we propose a method to optimise KCC directly with
respect to the data space variables. In Article IV, we present an alternative
optimisation strategy for HSIC, applicable for large and high-dimensional
datasets. These contributions provide methods for inferring the relations
between the data space variables, obtained by maximising KCC or HSIC.

We advance the theory on how kernels can efficiently be applied in two-
view optimisation. As Article III presents, we can evaluate KCC using
the kernel function only, without explicit kernel matrix computations. For
HSIC, Article IV combines both stochastic gradient computations and
Nyström approximations of kernels for speeding up the calculations. Both
approaches can be applied in kernel-based applications, depending on
whether the kernel matrix is needed in optimisation or not.

Besides the kernel computations, we also demonstrate, in Articles III
and IV, that the accuracy of the optimisation result, in terms of the data
space variables, can be improved when sparsity constraints, through �1

norm, are included. The projections onto the �1 norm ball could provide
desired robustness in alternative optimisation scenarios. It may also be
relevant to consider which norm ball best matches the application.

For practitioners, the proposed methods, gradKCCA and SCCA-HSIC,
provide efficient tools for analysing whether two sets of variables contain
dependencies, which of the variables are related, and what is the form of
the relation. In the case KCCA is preferred in the analysis, the clustergram
visualisation and pre-image optimisation algorithm may facilitate the
interpretation of the result.

The experimental results of Articles II, III, and IV are obtained through
objective evaluation, using statistical significance tests and multiple perfor-
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mance measures on test examples. In Article II the null distributions are
obtained by permutation tests and the reported KCC values were signifi-
cant at 99 % significance level. In Article III, we measure the performance
of the algorithms in terms of F1 score and Area Under the Curve (AUC),
which we compute on test examples. In Article IV, we measure the perfor-
mance using the F1 score and HSIC value computed on test examples. In
all articles, we tune the hyperparameters using nested cross-validation.

Future work includes further theoretical analysis on how the choice of
the kernel function affects the detectability of the dependence. For grad-
KCCA, a natural extension is to assess the method when radial kernels are
applied. For SCCA-HSIC, only the radial Gaussian kernel was analysed,
so dot product kernels could also be evaluated. In addition to radial and
dot product kernels, the effect of other kernel characterisations can be
considered to better understand which kernel should be chosen to detect
the underlying dependence. Finally, besides analysing the proposed algo-
rithms, alternative kernel dependence measures could also be considered
as optimisation objectives.
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Errata

Publication I

On page 18, after Equation (34), the corrected formula is

(Kb + c2I)−2KbKa(Ka + c1I)−2KaKbβ= ρ2β.

On page 13, in Algorithm 1, the C−1
bb should be replaced by (Cbb + c2I)−1.

On page 24, in the penultimate paragraph, the corrected last sentence is "The

first 1-rank approximation extracted Equation (45), the second Equation (46), and

the third Equation (47)."
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